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            On “lie machines” and “digital crime”

        
        
            I can still remember vividly when Curtis Hofwijks burst into laughter at the Dependence Square in Paramaribo, when I told him for the umpteenth time that my Facebook account was blocked again for a while. It was during the period of 2015–2016 when I supported him during his protests against the policies of the robberment, led at the time by Bouterse. Read more ⟶
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            The dangers of recycling phone numbers

        
        
            I recently purchased a new SIM card from a local telecom company in Suriname. I was assigned a ‘new’ phone number with this SIM card. After inserting the SIM card into a phone, I installed WhatsApp and tried to activate a WhatsApp account with the ‘new’ phone number. To my surprise, another person’s profile picture and status text appeared in ‘my’ WhatsApp account after activation. Read more ⟶

        

        
            
    
        	
	February 10th, 2024 at 1:41 pm
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            The December 8 trial: Food for thought

        
        
            For everyone who is directly or indirectly involved in the December 8 trial or is interested in it and has an opinion about it, I offer this as food for thought. Read more ⟶
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            Killed by Vaccination

        
        
            I recently came across the book “Killed by Vaccination” written by William Young. It’s currently downloadable for free via the website of the Wellcome Collection. It’s a book written all the way back in 1886, but much of the information and the situations discussed in the book are still relevant today. Read more ⟶
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            One of the most important reasons for studying history is that virtually every stupid idea that is in vogue today has been tried before and proved disastrous before, time and again. [The more you study the past, the further you can see the future.] Thomas Sowell
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            Why Surinamese people are ‘suddenly’ dropping dead

        
        
            In various Surinamese media, there have been reports for some time now of cases where people ‘suddenly’ collapse and die on the street, even while driving. Read more ⟶

        

        
            
    
        	
	June 30th, 2023 at 2:28 pm
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            That which you most need will be found where you least want to look. Carl Jung (paraphrase)


        

        
            
    
        	
	May 13th, 2023 at 4:33 am
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            Anarchy and chaos

        
        
            The word ‘anarchy’ has its origins in the Ancient Greek word ‘anarchos’. ‘An’ means ‘without’ and ‘archos’ means ‘ruler’. So anarchy literally means “without ruler”. This can be compared to the word ‘monarchy’, which means “one ruler” (‘monos’ means ‘one’ or ‘alone’). Read more ⟶

        

        
            
    
        	
	May 5th, 2023 at 2:20 pm
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            If working hard made you rich, donkeys would be covered in gold. French proverb
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            IPFS Censorship by Cloudflare

        
        
            Back in September 2018, I wrote a post criticizing Cloudflare’s IPFS gateway, which they claimed would be ‘highly-reliable’ and ‘security-enhanced’. I argued that this claim is dubious, especially after the company’s CEO arbitrarily decided to take down a website they were supposed to be protecting. Read more ⟶
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            Present-day Slavery

        
        
            Following is an English translation of an article I wrote that was published on Starnieuws today. The original article is in Dutch and you can read it on Starnieuws if you prefer that version. Frederick Douglass (1818-1895) was an American slave. Douglass had an — for the time — unusual relationship with his master. Read more ⟶
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            Beware that, when fighting monsters, you yourself do not become a monster… for when you gaze long into the abyss, the abyss gazes also into you. Friedrich W. Nietzsche
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            The U.S. Government’s Vast New Privatized Censorship Regime

        
        
            “Censorship of wrongthink by Big Tech at the behest of the government is government censorship, which violates the First Amendment,” writes Jenin Younes in an article on Tablet magazine titled “The U.S. Government’s Vast New Privatized Censorship Regime” (September 21st 2020). Read more ⟶
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            PayPal gave us a glimpse of what’s coming

        
        
            If you’ve been paying attention to what happened a few weeks ago with PayPal, you’ve seen a glimpse of the dystopian future that awaits us. Read more ⟶

        

        
            
    
        	
	October 30th, 2022 at 9:01 am
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            Sex was an expression of friendship: in Africa it was like holding hands… It was friendly and fun. There was no coercion. It was offered willingly. Paul Theroux


        

        
            
    
        	
	October 9th, 2022 at 5:22 am
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            Censorship by Cloudflare and the Internet Archive

        
        
            Both Cloudflare and the Internet Archive have proven again that they cannot be trusted. This time they’ve worked together to erase a website called Kiwi Farms from the Internet. As reported by The Verge:  The Internet Archive is no longer hosting backups of Kiwi Farms, continuing the forum’s removal from major web platforms. Read more ⟶

        

        
            
    
        	
	September 11th, 2022 at 5:51 pm
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            The Cause of BIID: Sexual Suppression

        
        
            A paper published on December 16th 2014 titled “Body integrity identity disorder (BIID): How satisfied are successful wannabes” by Sarah Noll and Erich Kasten took a look at how satisfied people suffering from BIID are after surgery, where they intentionally choose to remove a perfectly healthy body part. Read more ⟶
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            On Voting and the Mafia

        
        
            In one of the MobileCoin groups on Signal one of the participants named Mike Glenn shared a comment that I want to share with all of you. I thought it explained really well how the public is being fooled by voting in the so called ‘democracies’ of today while being robbed and enslaved. Read more ⟶
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            Evil preaches tolerance until it is dominant, then it tries to silence good. Archbishop Charles J. Chaput
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            Update on COVID-19 courtcases

        
        
            As you may be aware of, I started two lawsuits against the criminal government of Suriname in 2021. The first was against the COVID-19 mask mandates and the second was against the various COVID-19 lockdown measures. I initially lost in both cases, and I filed for appeal. On August 5th 2022 the appeal hearing of these lawsuits began and I submitted my pleading for both cases. Read more ⟶
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